Anti-Idiotypic Antibodies Keep Autoantibodies in Check

High-Cholesterol Diet Exacerbates Flu

Immunotherapy for Lupus Nephritis

ATM Kinase Diversifies the TCR Repertoire

AAI Careers in Immunology Fellowship Award Program

AAI Travel for Techniques Award Program

AAI Programs to Benefit Your Lab’s Current or Future Research

The American Association of Immunologists provides robust support for scientists through an array of fellowships, career awards, and travel grants. For complete details, visit www.aai.org/awards.
2022 INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN IMMUNOLOGY
July 12–17, 2022  I  UCLA Luskin Conference Center  I  Los Angeles, California

Director: Helen S. Goodridge, Ph.D.
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

Don’t miss the most comprehensive introduction to immunology available!
This comprehensive course, taught by leading experts, provides an in-depth overview of the basics of immunology. This course is for students new to the discipline or those seeking more information to complement general biology or science training. After the presentation of basic principles, clinically oriented lectures will incorporate these concepts.

Faculty

Helen S. Goodridge, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Introduction to the Immune System

Lewis L. Lanier, University of California, San Francisco
Innate Immunity: Cells and Functions

Viviana P. Ferreira, University of Toledo College of Medicine and Life Sciences
Complement

Helen S. Goodridge, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Pattern Recognition Receptors

Christine Moussion, Genentech, Inc.
Dendritic Cells: The Bridge Between Innate and Adaptive Immunity

David Nemazee, Scripps Research
B Cell Development and Maturation

Lisa K. Denzin, Child Health Institute of New Jersey, Rutgers
Antigen Processing and Presentation

Juan Carlos Zúñiga-Pflücker, University of Toronto and Sunnybrook Research Institute
T Cell Development

John T. Chang, University of California, San Diego
Effector T Cell Differentiation and Response

Shane Crotty, La Jolla Institute for Immunology
B Cell Activation and Humoral Immunity

Qizhi Tang, University of California, San Francisco
T Cell Tolerance

Matthias G. von Herrath, La Jolla Institute for Immunology
Autoimmunity

Lawrence Steinman, Stanford University
Neuroimmunology

Jacob von Moltke, University of Washington
Type 2 Immunity

Prosper N. Boyaka, The Ohio State University
Mucosal Immunology

Martin Prlic, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Immunologic Memory

Stephen J. McSorley, University of California, Davis
Immunity to Bacterial Pathogens

Ilhem Messaoudi, University of Kentucky
Immunity to Viruses

Stephen L. Shiao, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Tumor Immunology

Jennifer M. Puck, University of California, San Francisco
Primary Immunodeficiency Disorders

Stephen De Rosa, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Vaccination

Andrew C. Chan, Genentech, Inc.
Bench to Bedside to Bench: Current Issues in Immunology

Jonathan S. Maltzman, Stanford University
Solid Organ Transplantation

Lisa Osborne, University of British Columbia
Immunotherapeutics Targeting Cytokines

Also included will be lectures on:
Host-Pathogen Co-evolution in Human Beings
Orchestrating the Immune Response

For complete course details and registration, visit www.aai.org/IntroCourse.
For assistance, contact (301) 634-7178 or meetings@aai.org.
Future AAI Annual Meetings
Mark your calendar for the premier annual all-immunology event!

IMMUNOLOGY2023™
May 11 – 15
Washington, DC

IMMUNOLOGY2024™
May 3 – 7
Phoenix, Arizona

IMMUNOLOGY2025™
May 3 – 7
Honolulu, Hawai’i
You have the power.

Your membership in the American Association of Immunologists helps advance the field—and your career.

Being a part of AAI enables you to take an active role in helping to shape the future of immunology and attain your professional goals. You’ll stand with members representing immunological research concerns on Capitol Hill. Plus, you gain access to:

- The best and brightest minds today.
- The world’s largest annual all-immunology meeting.
- *The Journal of Immunology*, the preeminent peer-reviewed journal in the field, and *ImmunoHorizons*, the open-access, fully peer-reviewed AAI journal.
- Many occasions and opportunities to present your research.
- Awards/fellowships/grants to support talented scientists in every career stage.

To learn more about how your professional life is enriched by membership in AAI, call 301.634.7195 or visit www.aai.org today.
The Career Advisory Board

A RESOURCE FOR SENIOR POSTDOCS AND EARLY-CAREER FACULTY

Have you just started your first lab? Trying to juggle research, teaching, and service?
Are you facing new and puzzling issues that an established scientist can answer?

The Career Advisory Board (CAB) is a referral service that matches senior postdocs (start of fourth year and beyond) and early-career PIs who submit requests for guidance on specific career issues with more senior scientists with experience and insights in those areas. The program is not meant to replace the mentoring programs at a scientist’s home institution, but rather to serve as a resource for senior postdocs and early-career PIs to obtain advice on a specific question from established investigators outside of their home institutions—often through a single phone call.

Selected Topics
- Balancing family and work
- Timing for first grant submission
- Recruiting
- Handling personnel issues
- Managing a lab
- Finding a mentor
- Building networks
- Preparing for leadership
- Balancing service obligations
- Teaching
- Serving on NIH study sections

ELIGIBILITY: The CAB is open to all senior postdocs (start of fourth year and beyond) and early-faculty AAI members.

APPLY HERE: http://aai.org/CAB